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Abstract 

Introduction 

We aimed to explore the use of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) in vivo as a tool to 

elucidate the placental phenotype in women with chronic hypertension. 

Methods 

In case-control study, women with chronic hypertension and those with uncomplicated 

pregnancies were imaged using either a 3T Achieva or 1.5T Ingenia scanner. T2-weighted 

images, diffusion weighted and T1/T2* relaxometry data was acquired. Placental T2*, T1 

and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps were calculated. 

Results 

129 women (43 with chronic hypertension and 86 uncomplicated pregnancies) were imaged 

at a median of 27.7 weeks’ gestation (interquartile range (IQR) 23.9-32.1) and 28.9 (IQR 

26.1-32.9) respectively. Visual analysis of T2-weighted imaging demonstrated placentae to 

be either appropriate for gestation or to have advanced lobulation in women with chronic 

hypertension, resulting in a greater range of placental mean T2* values for a given gestation, 

compared to gestation-matched controls. Both skew and kurtosis (derived from histograms 

of T2* values across the whole placenta) increased with advancing gestational age at 

imaging in healthy pregnancies; women with chronic hypertension had values overlapping 

those in the control group range. Upon visual assessment, the mean ADC declined in the 

third trimester, with a corresponding decline in placental mean T2* values and showed an 

overlap of values between women with chronic hypertension and the control group. 

Discussion 

A combined placental MR examination including T2 weighted imaging, T2*, T1 mapping and 

diffusion imaging demonstrates varying placental phenotypes in a cohort of women with 

chronic hypertension, showing overlap with the control group.   
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Highlights 

x MRI enables evaluation of the placental contribution of adverse pregnancy 

outcomes. 

x Placental MRI examination was undertaken in women with chronic hypertension. 

x T2-weighted imaging showed varied placental visual appearance compared to 

controls. 

x Overlap in mean T2*, T1, ADC and T2* histogram derived measures was noted. 

x MRI may elucidate placental dysfunction and development of adverse outcomes. 

*Highlights
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the random thermal microscopic translational motion of molecules). Reduced placental T2* 54 

[9], mean diffusivity values [10] and reduced mean T1 relaxation times [10] are reported in 55 

pregnancies complicated by fetal growth restriction and thus provide a promising indicator of 56 

placental dysfunction.  57 

 58 

To our knowledge, no studies have assessed the use of magnetic resonance imaging to aid 59 

understanding of the heterogeneity of pregnancy outcomes in women with chronic 60 

hypertension. The aim of this study was to explore the use of magnetic resonance imaging 61 

as a tool to elucidate the placental phenotype in women with chronic hypertension.  62 

  63 
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Materials and Methods 64 

Study Design 65 

This case-control study was undertaken at St Thomas’ Hospital, London, a tertiary level 66 

maternity unit. Women with chronic hypertension attending a consultant led specialist 67 

antenatal hypertension clinic were approached in person. Women in the control group were 68 

recruited at their routine 20-week anomaly scan or self-referred to take part in the study. All 69 

women in the study (both the hypertensive and control group) gave written informed consent 70 

for this specific project (Placenta Imaging Project, IRAS 201609). This study was part of a 71 

larger body of work (Placenta Imaging Project, IRAS 201609) that aimed to optimise and 72 

develop novel magnetic resonance imaging protocols for placental assessment. Standard 73 

core protocols of imaging in our unit were adhered to that included patient positioning, 74 

monitoring during imaging, imaging time and anatomical T2-weighted imaging of the fetal 75 

brain in three orthogonal planes to the woman, suitable for volume reconstruction and 76 

clinical reporting [22]. 77 

 78 

Women were considered for inclusion in the study if they had a singleton pregnancy, were 79 

over 16 years of age, not claustrophobic and had no contraindication for magnetic 80 

resonance imaging. Chronic hypertension and preeclampsia were prospectively defined 81 

using the international consensus definition [11]. Clinical management of hypertensive 82 

women were according to national guidelines, with responsibility under the attending 83 

obstetrician. Follow up was until delivery, with the last woman enrolled delivering in August 84 

2019. Prospective specified data collection included baseline demographic characteristics, 85 

maternal and neonatal outcomes. 86 

 87 
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Women in the chronic hypertension and the control group were prospectively recruited, all of 88 

whom were enrolled in a larger body of work (Placenta Imaging Project, IRAS 201609, 89 

REC16/LO/1573), that aimed to optimise and develop novel magnetic resonance imaging 90 

protocols for placental assessment. Women in the control group fulfilled the following 91 

prespecified criteria based on pregnancy outcome: no diagnosis of hypertensive disorder at 92 

enrolment and until delivery, no significant past medical history, no pregnancy complications 93 

(including gestational diabetes), delivery at term with birthweight between the 3rd and 97th 94 

centile (calculated using INTERGROWTH-21st, version 1.3.5) [12] thus excluding potential 95 

confounders of placental change [13–16]. The definition was prospectively defined as 96 

including women with term delivery only, as preterm delivery is typically considered 97 

pathological, whether occurring spontaneously or for iatrogenic reasons. In order to enable 98 

meaningful comparisons to be made, women in the control group were identified as meeting 99 

these criteria after delivery and subsequently gestation-matched (within a two week 100 

gestation range) to women with chronic hypertension, masked to values derived from 101 

magnetic resonance imaging, on a 2:1 basis.  102 

No formal sample size was calculated for power of outcome variables as this was an 103 

exploratory study describing a novel technique in technology development application. This 104 

study was approved by Fulham Research Ethics Committee, REC 16/LO/1573. 105 

 106 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging 107 

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed on either a clinical Philips 3T Achieva (60 cm 108 

bore) or a Philips 1.5T Ingenia (with a wider 70 cm bore). Parameters were kept constant 109 

between women with chronic hypertension and the control group. Women underwent 110 

magnetic resonance imaging on up to two occasions, a minimum of two weeks apart and at 111 

any time point between their clinically routine anomaly ultrasound scan (at around 18-22 112 

weeks’ gestation) and delivery. Imaging was performed supine with padding to support the 113 

lower limbs and shoulders, after an initial period of three minutes in left lateral to shift the 114 
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uterus and minimise potential effects of venocaval compression. Total imaging time did not 115 

exceed one hour, and women were offered a break of up to 30 minutes halfway through the 116 

scan. Maternal assessments during imaging included continuous maternal heart rate and 117 

oxygen saturation monitoring with additional blood pressure measurements every 10 118 

minutes. An obstetrician or midwife was present throughout the scan. No pharmacological 119 

sedation was used. 120 

 121 

Image based shimming was achieved using an in-house tool, based on a separately 122 

acquired B0 map, in order to reduce the effect of inhomogeneities in the magnetic field. To 123 

provide anatomical images of the fetus and placenta and their position within the uterus, a 124 

T2-weighted single shot turbo spin echo sequence with an echo time (TE) of 180ms of the 125 

whole uterus (thereby including placenta) was acquired in coronal and sagittal planes to the 126 

mother with repetition time (TR) = 16s, SENSitivity Encoding (SENSE) = 2.5 and partial 127 

Fourier 0.625. In-plane resolution was 1.5 mm x 1.5mm, slice thickness 2.5mm with an 128 

overlap of 0.5mm. The field of view was 300 x 360 x [100-200] mm (coronal) and 300 x 300 129 

x 340 mm (sagittal) in the foot-head (FH) x right-left (RL) x anterior-posterior (AP) directions 130 

respectively.  131 

T2* weighted imaging was acquired using a multi-echo gradient echo, echo planar imaging 132 

sequence with free breathing and took less than one minute. For 3T scanning, 5 echo times 133 

were used: 13.81ms/ 70.40ms/ 127.00ms/ 183.60ms/ 240.2ms, TR=3s, SENSE=3, 134 

halfscan=0.6 at 3mm3 resolution with the whole placenta covered within 60 slices. For 1.5T 135 

scanning, 5 echo times were used: 11.376ms / 57.313ms / 103.249ms / 149.186ms / 136 

195.122ms, TR=14s, no SENSE, no halfscan at 2.5mm3 resolution with the whole placenta 137 

covered within 90 slices. Echo times result from the chosen Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) train 138 

characteristics. The intra-echo spacing was chosen to minimize acoustic noise and the inter-139 

echo spacing as the minimal possible spacing given chosen resolution and field of view. 140 

Data was acquired in the maternal coronal plane. 141 
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Given the methods development required during the course of this study, a diffusion 142 

prepared spin echo with subsequent gradient echoes was performed in a subset of 31 143 

women, imaged at only 3 Tesla, for combined diffusion-relaxometry [17]. In another subset 144 

of women, a modified inversion-recovery sequence with a global adiabatic inversion pulse 145 

and slice shuffling [17,18] was also employed with 10 inversion times to produce T1 maps.  146 

An in-house Python script was used to produce T2*, T1 and apparent diffusion coefficient 147 

maps by fitting monoexponentially decay curves. The diffusion data were motion corrected 148 

using Advanced Normalization Tools, ANTS, a nonrigid template registration [19]. The 149 

placenta images were manually segmented by two experienced observers (AH and JH). 150 

Further processing steps calculated mean apparent diffusion coefficient values, placental 151 

T2*, and kurtosis and skew of T2* histograms, and calculation of mean T1. The acquisition 152 

and processing pipeline has been described previously and shown to have good 153 

reproducibility with a high Dice coefficient (0.86) between observers who segmented the 154 

placenta [20,21]. 155 

As part of this study, anatomical T2-weighted imaging of the fetal brain was performed in 156 

three orthogonal planes to the woman suitable for volume reconstruction and clinical 157 

reporting [22]. Fetal brain images were reported and available to the clinical team. Visual 158 

analysis of the placenta was performed and included assessment of signal intensity across 159 

the placenta and documentation of the appearance of placental lobules and septa. The 160 

signal intensity within lobules was visually assessed for granularity with high granularity 161 

defined as the presence of both high and low signal intensity within individual lobules.  162 

Placental growth factor, PlGF 163 

Maternal venepuncture was performed as close to magnetic resonance imaging as feasible, 164 

usually on the same day. Six millilitres of blood were drawn into a bottle containing 165 

ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid, transported to the laboratory within 1 hour and underwent 166 

centrifugation at 1400 x g (rcf) for 10 minutes at 4˚C. PlGF was quantified using the Triage 167 
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PlGF Test (Alere, San Diego, CA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions while masked 168 

to both cohort and clinical outcome. The clinical team did not receive the result. 169 

 170 

Ultrasound 171 

Ultrasound scans were performed on the same day as magnetic resonance imaging 172 

wherever possible, or within two weeks. Women with pre-eclampsia had a clinically indicated 173 

ultrasound scan performed in line with national guidelines for management of pre-eclampsia 174 

[23]. In the control group, ultrasound scans were performed on a Philips EPIQ V7 by 175 

sonographers following a clinical protocol. Fetal measurements included biparietal diameter, 176 

head circumference, femur length and abdominal circumference which  were used to derive 177 

an estimated fetal weight using  the Hadlock formula [24], umbilical artery Doppler pulsatility 178 

index (PI), amniotic fluid index and maternal uterine artery pulsatility index. The presence of 179 

fetal growth restriction was established by ultrasonographic assessment using accepted 180 

international definitions [25]. 181 

Placental Histology  182 

Following delivery and where available, placentas from women in both groups (chronic 183 

hypertension and healthy pregnancies) underwent histological examination according to 184 

local protocols at the Cellular Pathology Department, St Thomas’ Hospital. Placentas were 185 

fixed in 10% buffered formalin and trimmed of both umbilical cord and membranes for 186 

placenta weight. The following areas were sampled and then embedded in paraffin: two 187 

transverse sections of the umbilical cord, one roll of membranes (including rupture site), two 188 

to three full thickness blocks of the placental parenchyma away from the placental edge 189 

(including fetal and maternal surfaces). Additional areas were sampled depending on 190 

macroscopic findings. Paraffin embedded tissue sections were then cut into four-micron 191 

sections, deparaffinized and stained with haemotoxylin and eosin prior to histological 192 

examination. A clinical report for all placentas submitted was issued, in accordance with 193 

local hospital reporting guidelines. Histological slides were then re-examined by a second 194 
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experienced histopathologist (masked to first report and to clinical details aside from 195 

gestational age at delivery) specifically for features of maternal vascular malperfusion, fetal 196 

vascular malperfusion and acute chorioamnionitis; classified using guidelines from the 197 

International Placental Pathology Consensus Meeting, Amsterdam 2014 [26]. Any 198 

discrepancies between the two reporting histopathologists were re-examined (again masked 199 

to the pregnancy outcome) and a consensus opinion was reached.  200 

 201 

Statistical methods 202 

In uncomplicated pregnancies, gestation-adjusted reference ranges for placental mean T2* 203 

were established using the Stata command xriml, and the 10% to 90% reference range 204 

established. Birthweight centiles were calculated using INTERGROWTH-21st version 1.3.5 205 

[12]. Statistical analysis was performed using Stata version 15.1 (StataCorp, College Station, 206 

Texas). Results were visually assessed between groups after plotting imaging derived 207 

measures against gestational age at imaging. A two sample t test was used to compare 208 

placental mean T2* values (z scores) between women with chronic hypertension and 209 

controls. The imaging derived values of skewness and kurtosis were transformed (a constant 210 

added and the value subsequently logged) ensuring that the skewness of the data remained 211 

the same in order to compare groups by geometric mean ratio with adjustment for gestation.  212 

 213 

  214 
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Results 215 

129 women underwent placental imaging: 43 women with chronic hypertension were 216 

gestation matched to 86 controls (Table 1, Supplemental Table S1, Supplemental Figure 217 

S1). Of these, 30 women with chronic hypertension and 70 controls were imaged on the 3T 218 

Achieva, while 13 women with chronic hypertension and 16 controls were imaged on the 219 

1.5T Ingenia. Maternal PlGF concentrations around time of imaging were lower in women 220 

with chronic hypertension (186pg/mL, IQR 109-321) than the control group (341pg/mL, IQR 221 

230-656) (Table 1). 222 

 223 

Four out of 43 women (9%) with chronic hypertension developed superimposed 224 

preeclampsia (Table 2, Supplemental Table S2). Nine (21%) of women with chronic 225 

hypertension delivered prematurely compared with no preterm deliveries in the control group 226 

(Table 2, Supplemental Table S2). 38 (88%) of women with chronic hypertension had a 227 

planned delivery (pre-labour caesarean section or induction of labour) compared to 32 (37%) 228 

in the control group (Table 2, Supplemental Table S2).  229 

 230 

68 placentas were examined after delivery (24 from women with chronic hypertension, 44 231 

from controls) (Table 2). Five out of six placentae with maternal vascular malperfusion 232 

features on histological examination were from women with chronic hypertension (Table 2). 233 

Out of the six cases that had maternal vascular malperfusion features on histology, three 234 

had low mean T2* values and one had high skewness and kurtosis values when compared 235 

to the control group. Median interval from imaging to delivery in cases of maternal vascular 236 

malperfusion was 40 days (interquartile range 26-79). 237 

 238 

 239 
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Magnetic resonance imaging analysis  240 

Visual analysis of placental images demonstrated that in women with chronic hypertension, 241 

appearances were more varied compared to gestation-matched controls (Figure 1). 242 

Placental images from women with chronic hypertension appeared either appropriate for 243 

gestation or advanced for gestation showing with increased lobulation, with wider septa and 244 

more marked heterogeneity than expected for age. This was also apparent when visually 245 

assessing the T2* maps. Reflecting this visual analysis, women with chronic hypertension 246 

showed a greater range of placental mean T2* values for a given gestation compared to the 247 

control group (Figure 2, Supplemental Figure S2). Women with chronic hypertension had 248 

lower placental mean T2* values compared to controls (gestation adjusted z score mean = -249 

0.830, standard deviation 1.3), that was substantially different (two sample t test, t=3.11, 250 

p=0.0031).  251 

 252 

Exemplar histograms of T2* values at 27 weeks’ gestation in four different women (Figure 3) 253 

visually illustrate further analysis of T2* histograms assessing both kurtosis and skewness. 254 

This further analysis demonstrated differences in the placenta from those chronic 255 

hypertension pregnancies with apparently normal mean T2* placental values.  For example, 256 

when compared to a T2* placental histogram from a control pregnancy (Figure 3A) a lower 257 

kurtosis value in the placental signal intensity frequency distribution in a pregnancy with 258 

chronic hypertension is demonstrated, despite a mean T2* appropriate for gestational age 259 

(Figure 3B).  A lower mean T2* value corresponds to a left shift in the histogram (for 260 

example, in a woman with chronic hypertension (Figure 3C). A left shift and higher skewness 261 

value (asymmetrical frequency distribution) is seen in a woman with preeclampsia 262 

superimposed on chronic hypertension (Figure 3D). Both skewness and kurtosis increased 263 

with advancing gestational age at imaging (Figure 4); visual inspection showed that some 264 

women with chronic hypertension who developed superimposed pre-eclampsia had higher 265 

skewness and kurtosis values, compared to the remaining group with chronic hypertension, 266 
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the majority of whom had values within the range of the control group. The women who 267 

developed superimposed preeclampsia on a background of chronic hypertension with 268 

skewness and kurtosis values within the range of the control group, delivered at term and of 269 

normal birthweight centile. For the presentation of results of skewness and kurtosis values, 270 

we have included an additional dataset of women with preeclampsia imaged at 3T in whom 271 

we have previously reported enrolment and pregnancy outcome characteristics [27]. The 272 

new histogram derived measures of skewness and kurtosis in this group of women with 273 

preeclampsia have not previously been reported. Enrolment and pregnancy outcomes of 274 

preeclampsia pregnancies imaged at 1.5T are provided in Supplemental Table S1 and 275 

Supplemental Table S2. When comparing between groups, there was no significant 276 

difference in skewness and kurtosis values between the chronic hypertension and control 277 

group (geometric mean ratio for skewness values = 0.82, 95% CI 0.67-1.01, geometric mean 278 

ratio for kurtosis values = 0.83, 95% CI 0.58-1.19). In contrast, women with preeclampsia 279 

had higher skewness and kurtosis values compared to controls (geometric mean ratio for 280 

skewness values = 3.15, 95% CI 2.39-4.15, geometric mean ratio for kurtosis values = 7.55, 281 

95% CI 4.53-12.58). Actual placental mean T2*, skewness and kurtosis values are provided 282 

in Supplemental Table S3. 283 

 284 

In our subsample, placental apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) appeared to decline with 285 

advancing gestational age (Supplemental Figure S3A). There was a positive correlation 286 

between ADC values and placental mean T2* values (Supplemental Figure S3B). Placental 287 

mean T1 also declined with advancing gestational age (Supplemental Figure S3C) and 288 

positively correlated with mean ADC values (Supplemental Figure S3D). Trends in mean 289 

ADC values were consistent with data acquired during the methods development required 290 

during the course of this study (Supplemental Figure S4). 291 

  292 
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Tables  293 

Table 1: Characteristics at booking and enrolment.  294 

  Chronic hypertensive 

pregnancies 

Control 

pregnancies  

Number of women 43 86 

At booking   

Maternal age, y, median (IQR) 37 (34-41) 34 (32-37) 

Body mass index, kg/m2, median (IQR) 26 (24-30) 23 (21-25) 

Nulliparous 15 (35) 45 (52) 

White ethnicity 25 (58) 75 (87) 

Black ethnicity 8 (19) 4 (5) 

Other ethnicity 10 (23) 7 (8) 

Current smoking 0 1 (1) 

Quit smoking before pregnancy 1 (2) 4 (5) 

Never smoked 37 (86) 73 (8) 

Previous pre-eclampsia 7 (16) 1 (1) 

Chronic renal disease 6 (14) 0 

Gestational diabetes 2 (5) 0 

 At enrolment on day of MRI   

Gestational age, wk, median (IQR) 27.7 (23.9-32.1) 28.9 (26.1-32.9) 

Aspirin  38 (88) 7 (88) 

Ultrasound estimated fetal weight, centile, median (IQR) 48 (27-70) 54 (42-68) 

Placental Growth Factor, pg/mL, median (IQR) 187 (109-321) 341 (230-656) 

Placental growth factor <100 pg/mL 6 (14) 6 (7) 

Placental growth factor <12 pg/mL 1 (2) 0 
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Systolic blood pressure, mmHg, median (IQR) 125 (115-133) 108 (102-114) 

Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg, median (IQR) 79 (71-83) 63 (57-74) 

During MRI    

Systolic blood pressure, mmHg, median of individual 

medians (IQR) 

112 (108-115) 99 (95-105) 

Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg, median of individual 

medians (IQR) 

69 (63-74) 59 (55-64) 

Values given as a number (percentage) unless stated otherwise. 295 

  296 
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Table 2: Maternal and neonatal outcomes.  297 

  Chronic hypertensive 

pregnancies 

Control pregnancies  

Number of women 43 86 

Time from MRI to delivery, days, median (IQR) 70 (37-96) 84 (53-99) 

Pre-eclampsia 4 (9) 0 

Onset of delivery   

Spontaneous 5 (12) 55 (64) 

Induction 19 (44) 20 (23) 

Pre labour caesarean  19 (44) 12 (14) 

Mode of delivery   

Spontaneous vaginal delivery 9 (21) 47 (55) 

Assisted vaginal delivery 4 (9) 18 (21) 

Elective pre-labour caesarean section 10 (23) 10 (12) 

Urgent caesarean section 20 (47) 11 (13) 

Primary reason for induction or prelabour 

caesarean* 

  

Maternal indication 30 (74) 15 (17) 

Fetal indication 8 (19) 16 (19) 

Delivery   

Livebirth 43 (100) 86 (100) 

Gestational age at delivery, weeks, median, IQR 38.3 (37.5-38.9) 40 (39-41) 

Preterm birth <37/40 9 (21) 0 

Birthweight, g, median (IQR) 2965 (2520-3362) 3482 (3229-3721) 

Birthweight centile, centile, median (IQR) 37 (16-70) 68 (32-83) 
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Number admitted to neonatal unit for >=48 hours 4 (9) 1 (1) 

Prematurity 2 (5) 0 

Fetal growth restriction/ small for gestational age 0 0 

Respiratory disease 0 1 (1) 

Suspected sepsis 0 0 

Hypoglycaemia 2 (5) 0 

Placental histology findings   

Number of placentae assessed 24 44 

Placental weight, g, median (IQR) 384 (310-467) 474 (409-556) 

Fetal-placental birthweight ratio, median (IQR) 7.2 (6.0-7.9) 7.3 (6.7-7.9) 

Maternal vascular malperfusion features 5 (21) 1 (2) 

Fetal vascular malperfusion features 1 (4) 0 

Chorioamnionitis features 6 (25) 25 (57) 

Values given as a number (percentage) unless stated otherwise. *Full details given in Supplementary 298 

Table 1. 299 

  300 
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Figures 301 

Figure 1: Example T2 weighted imaging and T2* maps in coronal and sagittal planes 
across gestation. On the left, the control panel depicts the following from left to right: T2-
weighted imaging in the coronal plane, T2-weighted imaging in the sagittal plane, T2* map 
in the coronal plane and T2* map in sagittal plane. On the right, the panel depicts images 
from women with chronic hypertension and a placental mean T2* value below the 10th 
centile. Within the panel from left to right, images are in the following order: T2-weighted 
imaging in the coronal plane, T2 weighted imaging in the sagittal plane, T2* map in the 
coronal plane and T2* map in sagittal plane. Within the T2* maps, darker areas represent 
low T2* values while brighter orange-yellow areas high T2* values. 
 

 

  302 
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Figure 2: Scatterplot of placental mean T2* at 3 Tesla against gestational age at imaging, 
subdivided by birthweight centile at subsequent delivery to show Appropriate for 
Gestational Age (AGA) infants, and those Small for Gestational Age, divided into 3rd-10th 
centile, and those <3rd centile (A) in uncomplicated control group and (B) in women with 
chronic hypertension. 
 

 

 303 

 304 
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Figure 3: Illustrative histogram plot of T2* values at the same gestation (27 weeks’ 
gestation) for one woman from each of the following groups (A) the control group (B) with 
chronic hypertension (CHTN) and normal placental mean T2* (C) with chronic 
hypertension and a placental mean T2* less than the 10th centile for gestation (D) CHTN 
participant who developed superimposed preeclampsia (PE).  
 

 

 307 

  308 
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Figure 4: Scatterplot of histogram derived measures of (A) skewness at 3T imaging, (B) 
skewness at 1.5T imaging, (C) kurtosis at 3T imaging and (D) kurtosis at 1.5T imaging 
against gestational age at scan with i) chronic hypertension ii) chronic hypertension at 
enrolment who subsequently developed superimposed preeclampsia after imaging iii) 
controls iv) preeclampsia at enrolment. For the presentation of results, we have included 
an additional dataset of women with preeclampsia imaged at 3T in whom we have 
previously reported enrolment and pregnancy outcome characteristics [27] and women 
with preeclampsia imaged at 1.5T in whom enrolment and pregnancy outcome 
characteristics are provided in Supplemental Table S1 and S2.  
A 

 

B 

 
C 

 

D 

 
 309 
 310 
  311 
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Discussion 312 

This case-control study has used magnetic resonance imaging at both 1.5 and 3 Tesla to 313 

acquire T2, T2*, T1 and diffusion weighted imaging of the placenta in a group of women with 314 

chronic hypertension and shown a varied visual appearance on images in women with 315 

chronic hypertension when compared to controls. T2* values showed expected decrease 316 

with gestation in the control group (consistent with previously reported values in the literature 317 

(Sorenson et al. 2019) but a more variable spread of values in chronic hypertension. T2* 318 

histogram derived measures of kurtosis and skewness showed an increase in values with 319 

advancing gestation and the majority of women with chronic hypertension had values within 320 

the range of the control group. We found no direct correlation between placental histology 321 

findings and imaging derived measures. However, these results may be a feature of the time 322 

interval between imaging and delivery. 323 

 324 

A strength of this study is that we have quantitively measured the described visual variation 325 

in placental appearance using mean T2* and further probed the characteristics of T2* values 326 

across the whole placenta using histogram derived measures of kurtosis and skewness and 327 

Apparent Diffusion Coefficient. These histogram derived measures are independent of 328 

magnetic field strength and therefore enable comparisons between groups regardless of the 329 

strength of MR scanner used to acquire data. Imaging in women with chronic hypertension 330 

has not (to our knowledge) been previously published. The extent of the diverse phenotype 331 

seen was therefore uncertain prior to conducting the study. 332 

 333 

To further investigate both normal and abnormal placental phenotypes we have used in-334 

house optimised sequences combining diffusion-relaxometry which provides regionally 335 

matched diffusion and T2* values in a reasonably fast scan time compared to conventional 336 

sequences. In the integrated approach, the imaging sequence contains a spin-echo with 337 
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subsequent gradient echoes. Given T2* values vary with gestation and pregnancy 338 

complications, a sequence which can disentangle the molecular motion secondary to T2* 339 

values and intrinsic diffusion properties of the placenta is of great benefit when elucidating 340 

the underlying mechanisms of placental dysfunction. Secondly, motion correction was 341 

achieved post image acquisition. Given diffusion measures the thermal microscopic 342 

translational motion of water molecules, any measures which can minimise the effect of 343 

macroscopic motion are beneficial. Motion correction was successfully performed on all 344 

women in whom the combined diffusion-relaxometry sequence was deployed.   345 

 346 

The heterogeneity amongst the chronic hypertensive group with regards to enrolment 347 

characteristics and pregnancy outcome reflect the clinical context in which these women are 348 

managed. This study was inclusive in order to lay the foundation for assessment as a 349 

potential tool in a clinical setting. The use of scanners at two magnetic field strengths (1.5 350 

Tesla and 3 Tesla) further increases clinical applicability given their use in different hospital 351 

centres and the wider bore of our 1.5 Tesla scanner enabled women of a greater abdominal 352 

girth and body mass index to be imaged. The addition of combined diffusion relaxometry 353 

examination protocols in women enrolled later in the study reflects the imaging methods 354 

development required during the course of this study. This study additionally demonstrated 355 

that imaging was feasible and acceptable in a large cohort of women across a range of 356 

gestations amongst a group which included those with chronic hypertension. Given the wider 357 

clinical phenotype of disease in contrast to women with preeclampsia (whereby there is a 358 

close interval between imaging and delivery by clinical nature and a clear placental 359 

phenotype previously demonstrated by our group (Ho et al. 2020), a clear placental 360 

phenotype remains challenging in women with chronic hypertension.  361 

 362 

To our knowledge, there are no studies investigating the use of placental magnetic 363 

resonance imaging in women with chronic hypertension. Our group have previously 364 

described a placental phenotype in women with preterm preeclampsia, where T2-weighted 365 
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imaging demonstrated advanced lobulation, varied lobule sizes, high granularity and 366 

substantial areas of low signal intensity with reduced entire placental mean T2* values for 367 

gestational age [27]. Other studies have focussed on the prediction of fetal growth restriction 368 

[28] and low mean T2* values have been demonstrated to occur in pregnancies with fetal 369 

growth restriction [29]. The use of T2* histogram derived measures of kurtosis and skewness 370 

has not been widely described. There is a paucity of literature regarding the use of placental 371 

diffusivity measures in hypertensive disorders as studies have mainly focused on 372 

pregnancies complicated by fetal growth restriction. Reduced placental ADC values in 373 

growth restriction have implicated a phenotype with restricted diffusion [30,31]. Our results 374 

showing a decline in ADC values in the third trimester in uncomplicated pregnancies are 375 

consistent with two known studies investigating the relationship between ADC values and 376 

gestational age [9,32]. However, there is a paucity in the literature for these measures at 3 377 

Tesla. The use of a novel combined diffusion-relaxometry sequence has enabled the 378 

addition of T2* to ADC values, examined simultaneously for a more accurate evaluation of 379 

placental properties. Furthermore, these novel sequences have been deployed in 380 

pregnancies complicated by hypertension; a group not extensively studied before using this 381 

technique. 382 

 383 

The placental phenotype in women with chronic hypertension has an overlap with women of 384 

uncomplicated pregnancies, as demonstrated by mean T2*, kurtosis, skew and ADC values. 385 

However, when more parameters were employed subtle differences found between groups 386 

e.g. with histogram measures in the presence of same T2* value. This potentially reflects the 387 

heterogeneity in pregnancy outcomes amongst women with chronic hypertension. The 388 

greater range of placental mean T2* values for a given gestation within this group 389 

accompanied by skewness, kurtosis and ADC values within the normal range suggests a 390 

more complex interaction between the placenta and maternal response determining the 391 

development of adverse pregnancy outcomes such as superimposed preeclampsia. This 392 
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contrasts with a clearer placental phenotype in women with preterm preeclampsia, 393 

previously described by our group [27]. The skewness, kurtosis and mean T2* values within 394 

the normal range in women with chronic hypertension who develop superimposed 395 

preeclampsia may be due to the long interval between imaging and preeclampsia diagnosis 396 

as these women developed preeclampsia at term. We evaluated new measures (skewness 397 

and kurtosis) in women with preeclampsia, that had not previously been reported to enable 398 

the chronic hypertensive group results to be interpreted in context. In addition, the number of 399 

women with chronic hypertension who subsequently developed superimposed preeclampsia 400 

were small in our study (four women). Given the limitations of using a case-control study in 401 

predicting pregnancy outcomes, we have been cautious in our interpretation; however, 402 

anticipate that future prospective studies will further address this. 403 

A reduction in mean T2* and ADC values with advancing gestation in the third trimester 404 

perhaps reflects parenchymal changes after initial placental angiogenesis in the first and 405 

second trimester, followed by villous maturation, calcium deposition and fibrosis in the third 406 

trimester. Decreased T2* and ADC values amongst women with preeclampsia may reflect 407 

the histological features seen with hypertensive disorders of pregnancy. These include 408 

maternal vascular malperfusion lesions such as increased syncytial knots, villous 409 

agglutination, increase intervillous fibrin deposition and villous infarcts.  410 

 411 

Given the exploratory nature of the study, describing a novel technique in technology 412 

development application, visual assessment of results was carried out. This is (to our 413 

knowledge) the first study of magnetic resonance imaging in women with pregnancies 414 

complicated by chronic hypertension and therefore anticipate that this study will usefully 415 

define further research directions. A larger data set imaging woman with uncomplicated 416 

pregnancies would enable robust derivation of normal ranges over gestation for comparison 417 

against groups of interest. Future work may focus on deriving gestation adjusted normal 418 

ranges for each imaging measure. This would assist in calculating multiple of median (MoM) 419 
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values in order for group comparisons. Although this is one of the largest magnetic 420 

resonance imaging studies in the literature, we have been cautious in direct group 421 

comparisons to avoid being potentially misleading. Typically, a minimum of over 200 422 

measurements (Saffer et al. 2013) equally spaced across 20 to 40 weeks’ gestational age 423 

are required to robustly derive normal ranges. In addition, women enrolled as control 424 

pregnancies would require confirmation of a normal pregnancy outcome and a non-linear 425 

trend of imaging derived values with gestational age would further complicate this. 426 

 427 

Placental imaging offers a window into the placental contribution and mechanisms potentially 428 

accounting for the heterogeneity in pregnancy outcomes of women with chronic 429 

hypertension. Future work may focus on evaluating the interaction between the placental 430 

dysfunction and the varied maternal response that may elucidate development of the varying 431 

adverse pregnancy outcomes. In this study, the interval between imaging and delivery was 432 

variable and therefore further large studies would be beneficial in investigating the clinical 433 

applicability of magnetic resonance imaging as a potential tool to monitor high risk women 434 

and aid clinical management decisions around optimal timing of delivery. Further 435 

technological developments may enable certain steps in processing to be automated 436 

through machine learning algorithms and increase opportunities for implementation in clinical 437 

practice.  438 

 439 
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Supplementary  531 

Supplemental Table S1: Characteristics at booking and enrolment.  532 

  Chronic 

hypertensive 

pregnancies 

imaged at 3T 

n=30 

Control 

pregnancies 

imaged at 3T 

n=70 

Chronic 

hypertensive 

pregnancies 

imaged at 1.5T 

n=13 

Control 

pregnancies 

imaged at 1.5T 

n=16 

Preeclampsia 

pregnancies 

imaged at 1.5T 

n=5 

At booking      

Maternal age, y, 

median (IQR) 

36 (35-40) 34 (32-37) 37 (34-41) 35 (34-37) 3 (30-34) 

Gestational age on 

day of MRI, wk, 

median (IQR) 

27.0 (23.7-31.4) 28.7 (26.0-33.0) 29.6 (24.7-32.7) 29.5 (27.2-31.8) 33.0 (32.7-34.6) 

Body mass index, 

kg/m2, median 

(IQR) 

24 (22-26) 22 (21-24) 34 (31-34) 27 (24-32) 32 (30-34) 

Nulliparous 11 (37) 38 (54) 4 (31) 7 (44) 1 (20) 

White ethnicity 20 (67) 62 (89) 5 (38) 13 (81) 1 (20) 

Black ethnicity 3 (10) 1 (1) 5 (38) 3 (19) 3 (60) 

Other ethnicity 7 (23) 7 (10) 3 (23) 0 1 (5) 

Current smoking 0 1 (1) 0 0 0 

Quit smoking 

before pregnancy 

0 4 (6) 1 (8) 0 0 

Quit in last 6 

weeks prior to 

booking 

1 (3) 1 (1) 2 (15) 1 (6) 0 
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Never smoked 28 (93) 59 (84) 9 (69) 14 (88) 4 (80) 

Unknown smoking 

history 

1 (3) 5 (7) 1 (8) 1 (6) 1 (20) 

Previous pre-

eclampsia 

6 (20) 0 1 (8) 1 (6) 3 (60) 

Chronic renal 

disease 

5 (17) 0 1 (8) 0 0 

Gestational 

diabetes 

1 (3) 0 1 (8) 0 1 (20) 

 At enrolment on 

day of MRI 

     

Aspirin  26 (87) 6 (9) 12 (92) 1 (6) 3 (60) 

Placental Growth 

Factor, pg/mL, 

median (IQR) 

195 (111-314) 341 (165-656) 141 (71-259) 329 (274-536) <12 (<12-<12) 

Placental growth 

factor <100 pg/mL 

4 (13) 5 (7) 2 (15) 1 (6) 2/2 (100) 

Placental growth 

factor <12 pg/mL 

1 (3) 0 0 0 2/2 (100) 

Prior to MRI, on 

day of MRI 

     

Systolic blood 

pressure, mmHg, 

median (IQR) 

121 (115-132.5) 106 (56-72) 130 (118-133) 110 (107-117) 136 (130-136) 

Diastolic blood 

pressure, mmHg, 

median (IQR) 

76 (71-85) 62 (56-72) 80 (76-82) 72 (61-77) 81 (76-85) 
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Mean Arterial 

Pressure, mmHg, 

median (IQR) 

91 (86-100) 76 (71-83) 95 (91-100) 84 (77-89) 101 (90-102) 

During MRI      

Systolic blood 

pressure, mmHg, 

median of 

individual medians 

(IQR) 

112 (108-117) 98 (94-105) 113 (107-115) 103 (101-106) 127(123-132) 

Diastolic blood 

pressure, mmHg, 

median of 

individual medians 

(IQR) 

72 (65-77) 59 (54-64) 65 (63-68) 62 (60-64) 80 (78-84) 

Mean Arterial 

Pressure, mmHg, 

median of 

individual medians 

(IQR) 

85 (79-89) 73 (68-77) 81 (78-85) 76 (74-78) 95 (93-98) 

 533 
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Supplemental Table S2: Maternal and neonatal outcomes. 535 

  Chronic 

hypertensive 

pregnancies 

imaged at 3T 

n=30 

Control 

pregnancies 

imaged at 3T 

n=70 

Chronic 

hypertensive 

pregnancies 

imaged at .5T 

n=13 

Control 

pregnancies 

imaged at 1.5T 

n=16 

Preeclampsia 

pregnancies 

imaged at 1.5T 

n=5 

Time from MRI to 

delivery, days, 

median (IQR) 

76 (39-95) 84 (51-99) 56 (33-97) 82 (60-91) 7 (6-12) 

Onset of delivery      

Spontaneous 3 (10) 45 (64) 2 (15) 10 (63) 0 

Induction 14 (47) 16 (23) 5 (38) 4 (25) 1 (20) 

Pre labour 

caesarean  

13 (43) 9 (13) 6 (3) 3 (19) 4 (80) 

Primary reason for 

induction or 

prelabour 

caesarean* 

     

Maternal indication 22 (73) 13 (19) 8 (62) 2 (13) 3 (60) 

Fetal indication 5 (17) 12 (17) 3 (23) 4 (25) 2(40) 

Delivery      

Livebirth 30 (100) 70 (100) 13 (100) 16 (100) 5 (100) 

Gestational age at 

delivery, weeks, 

median, IQR 

38.4 (37.1-39.0) 40.3 (39-41) 38.2 (38.1-38.6) 40.7 (39.3-41.4) 34.7 (33.7-36.4) 

Spontaneous 

vaginal delivery 

6 (20) 36 (51) 3 (23) 11 (69) 0 
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Assisted vaginal 

delivery 

3 (10) 17 (24) 1 (8) 1 (6) 0 

Elective pre-labour 

caesarean section 

7 (23) 8 (11) 3 (23) 2 (13) 2 (40) 

Urgent caesarean 

section 

14 (47) 9 (13) 6 (46) 2 (13) 3 (60) 

Preterm birth 

<37/40 

7 (23) 0 2 (15) 0 4 (80) 

Birthweight, g, 

median (IQR) 

2875 (2478-3275) 3482 (3252-3709) 3200 (2670-3400) 3480 (3116-

3885) 

1750 (1700-1880) 

Birthweight centile, 

centile, median 

(IQR) 

26 (15-64) 68 (32-80) 67 (41-75) 70 (34-84) 3 (2-4) 

5 minute Apgar 

score >/=7 

29 (97) 66 (94) 13 (100) 15 (94) 4 (80) 

Respiratory support 

required in delivery 

room 

2 (7) 4 (6) 0 0 2 (40) 

Number admitted 

to neonatal unit 

for >=48 hours 

3 (10) 0 1 (8) 1 (6) 2 (40) 

Length of stay in 

intensive care, day, 

median, IQR 

0 (0-7) 0 0 0 1 (0-1) 

Length of stay in 

high dependency, 

day, median, IQR 

2 (1-14) 0 0 0 6 (3-9) 
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Length of stay in 

special care, day, 

median, IQR 

8 (4-19) 0 5 (5-5) 7 (7-7) 16 (13-18) 

Primary indication 

for neonatal unit 

admission 

     

Prematurity 2 (7) 0 0 0 0 

Fetal growth 

restriction/ small for 

gestational age 

0 0 0 0 1 (20) 

Respiratory disease 0 0 0 1 (6) 1 (20) 

Suspected sepsis 0 0 0 0 0 

Hypoglycaemia 1 (3) 0 1 (8) 0 0 

Maternal outcome 

from enrolment to 

post delivery 

discharge 

     

Pre-eclampsia 3 (10) 0 1 (8) 0 0 

Gestational 

diabetes  

2 (7) 0 2 (15) 0 0 

Haemolysis, 

elevated liver 

enzymes and low 

platelet count 

(HELLP) 

0 0 0 0 1 (20) 

Values given as a number (percentage) unless stated otherwise.  536 

 537 
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Supplemental Table S3: Actual placental mean T2*, skewness and kurtosis values at 3 539 

Tesla 540 

 541 

Placental imaging 

variables 

24-27+6 weeks 28-31+6 weeks 32-35+6 weeks 

Chronic 

hypertension 

   

Mean T2*, ms, 

median (IQR) 

67.50 (61.42-

72.70) 

49.50 (36.70-

50.85) 

39.10 (33.40-

44.50) 

Skewness, median 

(IQR) 

0.35 (0.17-0.69) 0.77 (0.47-1.88) 1.14 (0.94-2.83) 

Kurtosis, median 

(IQR) 

1.21 (0.29-2.70) 0.98 (0.21-10.20) 1.54 (1.09-23.00) 

    

Control    

Mean T2*, ms, 

median (IQR) 

71.80 (64.30-

81.00) 

59.50 (51.00-

67.90) 

38.20 (31.40-

44.10) 

Skewness, median 

(IQR) 

0.39 (0.11-0.60) 0.53 (0.32-0.83) 1.27 (0.72-1.67) 

Kurtosis, median 

(IQR) 

0.91 (0.63-2.05) 1.19 (0.53-2.06) 2.58 (1.41-7.33) 

 542 
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Supplemental Figure S1: Flow diagram of participants with (A) chronic hypertension (B) healthy 544 

pregnancies 545 

A 

 

B 
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Supplemental Figure S2: Scatterplot of placental mean T2* at 1.5 Tesla against gestational 547 

age at imaging, subdivided by birthweight centile at subsequent delivery to show Appropriate 548 

for Gestational Age (AGA) infants, and those Small for Gestational Age, divided into 3rd-10th 549 

centile, and those <3rd centile (A) in uncomplicated control group and (B) in women with 550 

chronic hypertension. 551 

 552 

 553 
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Supplemental Figure S3: Scatterplot results from combined diffusion-relaxometry acquisition 555 

sequence at 3 Tesla. (A) Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) against gestational age at 556 

imaging (B) ADC against placental mean T2* (C) mean T1 against gestational age at 557 

imaging (D) ADC against mean T1. 558 

A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

D 
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Supplemental Figure S4: Scatterplot results of apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) against 561 

gestational age from a diffusion sequence acquired during the initial methods development 562 

phase of the study and thus prior to acquisition of combined diffusion-relaxometry data. 563 

Green indicates women with uncomplicated pregnancies, red those with preeclampsia, blue 564 

those with chronic hypertension. 565 
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